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1. Several questions raised by W. A. J. Luxemburg and the author 
will be settled in this paper. The problems center around certain convex 
sets of summable functions which will be described below. These sets arise 
as orbits of L1(d[t) functions under the action of the semigroup of doubly 
stochastic operators. The measure fl is assumed to be finite, nonatomic 
and Ll(d[t) is taken to be separable. Thus everything will be 'phrased in 
terms of the unit interval I= [0, 1] and Lebesgue measure fl [2, p. 264]. 
Denote by 1 the function whose range is {1} and by £1 the space £1(0, 1 ). 
A linear operator T: £1 ~ £1 is called doubly stochastic if 
(i) T1 = 1, 
(ii) T*1 = 1 
and 
(iii) T > 0. 
Condition (iii) is understood to mean that T preserves nonnegative ele-
1 1 
ments of L1 whereas (ii) is equivalent to the requirement that f Tl= f I 
0 0 
for all IE L1. It is not difficult to prove that each doubly stochastic T 
is a contraction (//T// < 1) in both the £1 and L00 norms. Moreover, if -< 
is the continuous version of the partial order of Hardy, Littlewood and 
P6lya, then 
(iv) Tl-< I 
for all IE £1. It was shown in [3] that any linear operator defined on £1 
(or even L 00 ) which satisfies (iv) is necessarily doubly stochastic. The 
partial order -< is defined in ter~s of the decreasing rearrangement I* 
of 1- where I* is the inverse of the distribution m(s)=ft{l>s}. The right 
continuous representative off* is given by f*(y) = sup s. This function 
m(s)>'l/ 
is nonincreasing and majorizes I in the sense that 
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The partial order is then defined by writing g -< f whenever 





Then f is said to majorize g. 
If g* = f*, then f and g have the same distribution and are said to be 
equimeasurable. This relation will be indicated by writing g f""ooJ f. 
The set !1) of doubly stochastic operators is convex and closed under 
multiplication (=composition). As such, one may consider, for each f ELl 
Q(f)={g=Tf: T E !1)}, 
the orbit of f. The orbits are convex, weakly compact and are equal to 
the sets {g: g-< I} (see [4] for details). If C{f) is used to represent the 
set of extreme points of Q{f), then f' f""ooJ f implies f' E C{f). Recently it 
was shown [6] that there are no others-the extreme points of Q{f) are 
precisely those elements which are equimeasurable with f. (This answers 
the first question of [1, p. 139].) 
2. The extreme points of Q{f) have also been characterized as 
C{f) = {/': f' = f* o cp, cp measure preserving} 
That is, C{f) is obtained by composing f* with all possible measure pre-
serving transformations of I. The extreme points are norm closed in £1 
(hence in L 00 iff is bounded). In the weak topology they are dense, how-
ever, and this answers the second question of [1, p. 142]. 
Proposition 1. For each fELl, C{f) is weakly dense in Q(f). 
Proof. Let g E Q{f) and assume that g and fare nonincreasing. That 
is, g=g* and f=f*. Given any subinterval (a, b) of (0, 1) there exists a 
subinterval (IX, {3) of (0, 1) with {3-IX=b-a=h and 
b p 
J g = J f. 
a "' 
t+h 
This can be derived from the continuity of J f and the fact that g E Q{f) 
implies t 
1 1 b h h 
J I< J g< J g< J Y< J I 
1-h 1-h a 0 0 
when both are nonincreasing. If one deletes (a, b) and {IX, {3) respectively 
from two copies of (0, 1), and then restricts f and g to the remaining 
sets, it will again follow that g-< f. More precisely, if the remaining 
intervals are "closed up" to intervals of length 1-h, then the restrictions 
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0 < s < 1-k can hold, where h and g1 represent f and g defined on the 
new intervals described above. There are four cases. 
(i) s<min (IX, a). Then 
8 8 B 8 
J Yl = J g< J I= J h 
0 0 0 0 
since they are the same integrals as before. 
I b B 
(ii) s>max {IX, a). If J g= J f is added to each equation below it will 
a "' 
follow from g -<( f that 
8 a b+Cs-a) 
J Yl = J g+ J g 
0 0 b 
cannot exceed 
8 "' fi+C8-<X) 
J h = J ~~ J f. 
o o II 
"' II+ (8-IJ<) 8 8 8 
J I + J I = J h < J Yl = J g' 
o II o o o 
then 
fJ "' II+ (8-<X) b 8 b+C8-a) 
Jf+Jf+ J f<Jg+Jg< J 
"' o fl a 0 0 
since g is nonincreasing. But this is not possible. 
(iv) a<.s<.IX. Then 
8 8 
J /1< J Y1 
0 0 
is the same as 
• a b+C8-a) 
Jf<Jg+ J g, 
0 0 b 
which cannot obtain, since 
a b+C8-a) 8 8 
J g+ J g< J g< J f. 
0 b 0 0 
g 
The purpose of these calculations is to show that once (IX, {3) and (a, b) 
have been deleted from (0, 1), then given any remaining interval (a', b') 
there exists (IX', {3'), or possibly two disjoint intervals (1X1', /31') u (1Xz', f3z') 
whose total length is b'-a' such that 
b' fi' fi,' flo' J g= J f (or= J f + J f). 
a.' "' t~t' txs' 
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The generalization is this: Given any open subset U of (0, l) there exists 
V, open in (0, 1), such that 
s g= sf. 
u v 
Furthermore, one can construct an inve,rtible measure preserving transfor-
mation rp: I-+ I, such that 
S u= J I o rp. 
u u 
One constructs rp by linear maps of (a, h) onto (.x, {J), (a', b') onto (.x', {J') 
(or (.x1', {31') U (.x2', fJ2')) etc. To each e>O and each simple function a 
there exists an invertible measure preserving transformation rp, so con-
structed that 
I Jg·a- J(forp)·al<e. 
" Write a= I atXE, where the sets E1. are mutually disjoint. Choose closed 
i=l 
sets FtC Et and then mutually disjoint open sets Ut 'J F~,, i=l, 2, ... , n, 
so that p,( U ti1E1) < ~1. where ~t will be chosen later. The choice of disjoint 
U, is. possible since the distance between any distinct pair Ft, F1 will 
" be bounded away from zero. Define T= I a,xu., and choose an invertible 
measure preserving rp such that i=l 
i=l,2, ... ,n 
so that 
J g·T= J (fo rp)·T. 
Clearly, J g(T-a) will be small if the ~, are chosen appropriately. But 
since rp is invertible, 
and a moment's reflection shows that this difference also can be made 
arbitrarily small by choice of~,. As the simple functions are dense in L 00 , 
the assertion is proved for the, case where g is nonincreasing. 
In the event that g is not monotone, one can still write g = g* o rp where 
rp is measure preserving but not necessarily invertible. Let {fA} be a net 
converging weakly tog* with/;. ""f for each J... IfT is the doubly stochastic 
operator induced by rp: Tk = k o q;, k ELl, and if k E L 00 is arbitrary, then 
lim J /;. o rp·k=lim J T/;. ·k=lim J /;. ·T*k= J g*T,*k= J gk. 
). ). ). 
But /;. ""f implies /;. o rp ""f. Hence /;. o rp-+ g weakly. This completes 
the argument. 
It should be clear from the preceding discussion that for f E LP, l < p < oo, 
8(/) is LP-weakly dense in Q(/). (Note that Q(/) C LP whenever f E LP, 
since IITII<l in all LP norms, l<p<oo.) 
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3. In [1] Luxemburg introduces an interesting extension of the partial 
order -<. Denote by K the set of convex, weakly l.s.c. functions on Q(/) 
which are rearrangement invariant: tl>(g') = tl>(g) whenever g' """g. If v, v' 
are positive Radon measures on !J(/) then v will majorize v': v' -< v if 
J tl>(g) dv'(g) .;;; J tl>(g) dv(g) 
!J(j) D(f) 
for all (/> E K. Since v'-< v implies v'(Q(/)) =v(!J(/)), it will be enough to 
work with probability measures. If eg and Ef are point masses at g and f 
then eg -< e1 if and only if g -< f. The next result characterizes the maximal 
measures with respect to this ordering. 
Proposition 2. A probability measure v defined on an orbit Q(f) is 
maximal with respect to the partial order -< if and only if v is concentrated 
on tf(f). 
Proof. Assume that(/> E K and that g E Q(/). Then tl>(g) .;;;tl>(f') =tl>(/) 
for all f' """ f. If v is concentrated on &(/) ,and v' is any other probability 
measure on Q(f), then 
Therefore v' -< v. 
J tl>(g) dv' (g).;;; tl>(/) = J tl>(/') dv(f'). 
tf(f) 
The converse is proved by selecting a special element .of K which senses 
whether or not an element is in &(/). Define 
~ 1 8 1 
tl>(g)= J J g*(t)dtds(= J (1-t)g*(t)dt) 
0 0 0 
for each g E Q(/). As noted earlier, each such g can be expressed as 
g = g* o q; =Tg* where q; is measure· preserving and T E !!iJ is the induced 
transformation. If T* is the adjoint ofT then T*g=g*. Thus, if g1, ga 
are elements of Q(f) and 0.;;; A.;;; 1, 
• 1 J (Agt+(1-A)gz)*= J T*(l.gt+(1-A)gz)·X8 
~ . 0 
where X8 is the characteristic function of [0, s] and Agl + ( 1-A)gz is id.enti-
fied with g in the preceding remark. As T* is the adjoint of a transformation 
induced by a measure preserving transformation, this becomes 
8 1 J (Aut+(1-/.)gz)*= J (Agt+(1-A)gz)TXs 
0 
1 
= J (Agt+(1-A)gz)XE, 
0 
• • 
<;;;A J g~+(1-A) J g;, 
0 0 
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where E8 =cp-1([0, s]) has measures. Equality will hold for all values of s 
if and only if g1 = gr and g2 = g;. Consequently 
iP().gl + (l-J.)g2) .;;;;J.iP(gl) + (l-J.)iP(g2) 
and the inequality is strict except as indicated. The verification that iP 
is l.s.c. is left to the reader. 
It is important to notice that tP(g) < tP(f) whenever g ¢ <C(f). Thus, if v 
is any probability measure on Q(f), 
J iP(g) dv(g) = J iP(g) dv(g) + J iP(g) dv(g) 
Q(f) Q(f)-tff(f) tff(f) 
unless v is concentrated on <C(f). Since there will always exist probability 
measures on <C(f) [6, p. 1031] it follows that v cannot be maximal if it 
assigns positive measure to Q(f) ,..._, tff(f). 
The reason that all measures which are concentrated on <C(f) turn out 
to be maximal is a consequence of the failure of -< to be a true partial 
order. In other words, one can have both f-< f' and f'-< f without f' =f. 
(Naturally this can only happen if f' ,..._,f.) 
4. The last question treated in this work arose in conjunction with 
the integral version of Muirhead's Theorem [5]. This theorem is concerned 
with the generalized mean value 
1 1 
M(u; f)= J log J u(t)f<s> dtds. 
0 0 
Sufficient assumptions for the existence of this integral are that f be 
bounded and that u be positive with uP integrable for p in a certain 
interval. Then, if f and g are bounded and 
M(u; g) .;;;;M(u; f) 
for all admissible u, it follows that g-< f, and conversely. An examination 
of the discrete case indicates when equality should hold. Using more 
recent results, one can now show that the conjecture in [5, p. 575] is 
correct. 
Proposition 3. If g and f are bounded and 
M(u; g)=M(u; f) 
for some positive u, then g ,..._, f or else u is a constant function. 
Proof. The function 
P -+ P log lluiiP 
is strictly convex whenever u is nonconstant. Therefore, if g -< f but 
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g ¢ C(/) one can write g=!/1 +!/2 where /1 and /z are distinct elements 
of Q(/). The inequality 
1 1 1 
log f u(t)g<s) dt<i log f u(t)f1<8> dt+!log f u(t)f2<s> dt 
0 0 0 
is valid for s in some set of positive measure. Integration results in 
M(u; g)<!M(u; M+!M(u; fz)~M(u; f). 
If f' "'I then M(u; f')=M(u; I) since M is rearrangement invariant. 
Finally, u =constant trivially yields equality. 
The function M may be used in place of~ in the proof of Proposition 2 
if it is assumed that I is bounded. 
Summary 
The generalized Hardy, Littlewood and P6lya partial order -< determines weakly 
compact convex sets D(f) in certain Ll spaces. A function g ED(/) provided g-< f. 
In this work it is shown that the extreme points of each D(f) are weakly dense (but 
norm closed). The partial order extends from functions to measures. The maxima.l 
measures with respect ·to this extension are shown to be those whose support is 
contained in the extreme points. An assqciated question of when equality_ can occur 
in the integral version of Muirhead's theorem is also settled. 
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